Abstract
Background: ototoxic effects of carbon monoxide exposure: a review. Aim: to analyze the literature on hearing and Carbon Monoxide (CO). Methods: to describe the physical properties, the absorption, distribution and metabolism of CO, as well as its origin, production, sources and the international standards for occupational exposure. Several studies about the effects of CO exposure to the auditory system of humans and experimental animals were discussed. The main economic sectors where the combined exposure to noise and CO takes place were identified. A description of the basic CO toxic mechanisms that are able to raise occupational noise-induced hearing loss was given. Conclusion: the review of the literature indicated the following: 1. Examples of CO exposure sources include air pollution, smoking and second-hand smoking, and occupational exposures. 2. CO’s main toxic mechanism can lead to hypoxia due to the conversion of oxyhemoglobin to carboxyhemoglobin. 3. Rats have been the most used experimental animals in CO auditory effects studies, this group of studies has demonstrated the combined effects of acute exposure to CO and noise. 4. Studies about the negative effects of CO exposure over the human auditory system were mainly carried out after acute exposures to CO. These studies did not control or report exposure to noise as a contributor to the observed hearing deficits. Currently the available evidence indicates the need for further research on the effects of CO exposure to the auditory system, alone or in combination with noise.
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Introduction

Occupational hearing loss constitutes an important health problem in our society. In the past decades, scientific publications have discussed the numerous harmful consequences of noise exposure on hearing and on health in general. Besides the presence of noise in the workplace, other environmental agents combined with noise present a potential hearing risk, even under conditions of exposure to relatively low noise levels.

Many chemical agents were identified as being potentially toxic in studies utilizing animal models and/or through epidemiological studies in the workplace. These agents include organic solvents, chemical asphyxiants, metals and ototoxic drugs.

The risk of hearing loss in the presence of moderate noise exposure associated with the presence of asphyxiants was evaluated mainly using animal models. These studies demonstrate increased noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) when rats were exposed simultaneously to carbon monoxide (CO) and noise levels that by themselves did not produce any change to the hearing threshold.

The objective of this article is to present CO to the reader, as well as its physical properties, production and sources, the different occupational exposure limits, and its effects over the human and animal auditory systems; to identify the sectors where we can find the combined exposure to noise and CO, and describe the basic mechanisms of action of CO that could potentiate NIHL, one of the most frequent types of hearing loss in the work place.

Carbon Monoxide

Physical properties, absorption, distribution, and metabolism

CO is a member of the chemical asphyxiant family, and is a dangerous gas. It has no color, no smell, no taste, and irritates the skin. It can knock someone unconscious or even kill them within minutes. It is called the silent assassin, and is produced by the incomplete combustion of organic materials, like coal, wood, paper, oil, gas, and gasoline. (WHO 1979; NIOSH 1981; IPCS 1999; Penney, 2000).

According to Lauwerys (1990), CO has affinity to the hemoglobin contained in red blood cells that transport oxygen \( (O_2) \) to the organ tissue of all the body’s organs.

The toxicity of CO on human is explained when CO enters in competition with \( O_2 \) through the hemoglobin. The principal toxic action of CO results in anoxia, which is provoked by the conversion of oxyhemoglobin into carboxyhemoglobin (COHb). The affinity of hemoglobin towards CO is 240 times stronger than its affinity towards \( O_2 \) (IPCS, 1999; Laliberte, 2001).

The toxic action would result equally in the reduction of the liberation of the \( O_2 \) fixed upon the hemoglobin, diminishing the quantity of available \( O_2 \) to the level of the tissues, from the link of the CO with the myoglobin from the myo-cardiac and skeletal muscular cells, and also the link of the CO with cytochromes, which provokes an inhibition of the Krebs cycle (IPCS, 1999; Laliberte, 2001).

The existence of a chronic intoxication from CO resulting from prolonged exposure to low concentrations can cause toxic effects such as insomnia, migraines, fatigue, diminished physical capabilities, dizziness, vertigo, nausea, vomiting, visual disturbances, hearing disorders, Parkinson’s Disease, cardiac ischemia, heart disease and arteriosclerosis (IPCS, 1999; Penney, 2000; Martins et al., 2002; Bakonyi et al., 2004; Freitas et al., 2004).

Origins, production, and sources

Approximately 60% of CO present in the troposphere originates from human activities through the process of incomplete combustion of organic materials such as coal, wood, paper, oils, gas, gasoline, and others.

Recent statistics about CO concentration relate that its background level is on average 50 to 120 parts per million (ppm) in the environment. The amounts are higher in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere and the level fluctuates equally depending on the seasons. The amount is lower in the summer (IPCS, 1999).

The atmospheric pollution, second hand smoke, occupational exposure, and smoking, are examples of sources of CO exposure. Studies about human exposure demonstrate that gas from vehicular exhaust is one of the most frequent sources of high CO concentration. In particular, they show that inside a car the average CO concentration is between 9 and 25 ppm.

A study done on populations that live in high traffic areas showed that the CO concentrations vary in extreme proportions and the exposure can get to be more than 35 ppm. (IPCS, 1999). A study
by Corriveau (1980) in Montreal (Canada) demonstrates CO concentrations of 40 ppm in the center of town. In the city of São Paulo (Brazil) the heavy automobiles and trucks are responsible for the emission of 2.065 tons of carbon monoxide annually (Cetesb, 1991).

Martins et al. (2002) investigated the effects and death rate from pneumonia and colds in the elderly caused by atmospheric pollution between 1996 and 1998, by collecting data about the daily levels of particulates (PM10), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and ozone (O3) in the Companhia de Tecnologia de Saneamento Ambiental (Cetesb) from the city of São Paulo (Brazil). The results revealed that in 1996, CO exceeded the limit for air quality 10 times, and in 1998, the CO exceeded it once.

The work place constitutes an important environment when it comes to CO exposure because it is one of the most abundant pollutants in the air, and is present with noise in many work places. According to the (IRSST - Institut Robert-SauvŽ de Recherche en SantŽ et en SecuritŽ au Travail), approximately 500 cases of intoxication by CO are identified each year in Quebec (Canada). In addition another third (37%) resulted from incidents that occurred in the work place. (IRSST, 2003).

The exposure to CO notably concerns workers in the steel and paper industries (Koskela, 1994; Koskela, 2000), in civil construction (Kamei and Yanagisawa, 1997; Baril and Beaudry, 2001; Schneider, 2002), the automotive industries (Liou, 1994) and the oil refineries (Makashima, 1988). Individuals who work near coal ovens are equally at risk (Hetu et al., 1987; Makashima, 1988).

Firemen are frequently exposed to CO and noise at the same time (Treitman et al., 1980; Lees, 1995; Melius, 2001; Fechter, 2002), as are car mechanics (Cloutier and Goudreau, 1993; Goudreau et al., 1995), traffic police and parking lot attendants (Wickramatillake et al., 1998; IPCS, 1999), bus drivers, truck drivers and taxi drivers (Steenland, 1996; Morley et al., 1999; Fechter, 2002), motor sport athletes (Walker et al., 2001), service stations workers (Kamei and Yanagisawa, 1997; Herbert et al., 2001), workers that work with forklifts, (Millette, 1992), industrial cooks, and/or employees in nightclubs (Penney and Howley, 1989, Laranjeira et al., 2000; Silva, 2000).

Occupational exposure limits

The recommended limits of CO concentration in the workplace differ from country to country. In the USA, the level proposed by NIOSH (2004) is 35 ppm for an eight-hour workday and 200 ppm for 15 minutes, which is the maximum level. For OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 1991) the permitted concentration is 50 ppm for an eight-hour workday (EH-64, 1999). In Canada they follow the limits recommended by NIOSH. In Brazil, law NR-7 (1998) establishes the parameters for biological control of the exposure to some chemical agents, and the CO concentration limit is 39 ppm per eight-hour workday. Besides the existence of these regulations, CO concentrations found in the workplace can exceed the permitted limits. For example, in a study by Goudreau et al. (1992), 46% of the car mechanics in Montreal (Canada) exceeded the dose limit of CO concentration, which is 35 ppm. In another study by the Ministry of Labor, FUNDACENTRO, the CO concentrations present in shopping mall and commercial building parking lots in Rio de Janeiro exceed the dose limit of CO concentration, which is 39 ppm (Fonseca, 2003).

The effects of CO on the auditory system of experimental animals

The majority of studies about the combined exposure to CO and noise were done on rats. This species demonstrates a much higher resistance to CO intoxication than observed on humans. In rats, a lethal dose for a 30-minute exposure is 5000 ppm; in humans the lethal dose is 1500 ppm (Rao and Fechter, 2000).

Taking into consideration the difference in sensibility to the effects of CO observed in rats, Fechter et al. (2000a) suggested a threshold limit of 22 ppm for occupational exposure. Until now this suggested concentration has not been tested on humans.

Doctor Fechter’s team is one of the most renowned international groups interested in the effects of combined exposure of CO and noise. Several of their studies refer to the effects of acute exposure and simultaneous exposure to both agents.
The results of the research on the toxic action of CO on the auditory system tend to show that CO can have a direct effect on the cochlear metabolism. Also, different biochemical and electrochemical components do not seem to be affected in the same manner. Their results demonstrate effects on the compound action potential (CAP) generated by the auditory nerve fibers that are more relevant in comparison to the effects on the endocochlear potential supported by the stria vascularis and the effects of the potential of cochlear microphonic (CM) generated mainly by the outer hair cells (OHC) (Fechter et al., 1987; Tawackoli et al., 2001).

The suggested metabolic mechanisms to explain the potentiation of CO on the effects of noise were:

1. The metabolic exhaustion of succinate dehydrogenase, enzymes of the Krebs cycle (breathing) of the sensory cells, particularly the OHC (Chen and Fechter, 1999; Chen et al., 2000; Fechter et al., 2000a), and the marginal cells of the stria vascularis (Chen and Fechter, 1999).
2. The excitotoxicity related to an increased extracellular glutamate concentration and increased calcium influx, which in the cochlea involves afferent neurons of the auditory nerve in particular (Fechter, 1995; Chen and Fechter, 1999; Chen et al., 2001; Fechter et al., 2002).
3. The oxidation of the neural structures due to the production of free radicals (Fechter et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1999; Rao et al., 2001; Fechter et al., 2002). Still, current knowledge does not allow us to definitively place one of the metabolic mechanisms described as responsible for the potentiating effects of CO on noise exposure effects.

The phenomenon of potentiating the effects of noise and CO exposure were analyzed by Young et al. (1987). With a dose of CO at 1200 ppm for 90 minutes and a noise level of 110dBA for 120 minutes, damage was observed in the region of 40 kHz when the animals where exposed simultaneously to both agents. The mechanisms implied were not formally identified in this study. The authors relate that it is possible that exposure to sound generates a cochlear vasoconstrictor and that CO exposure raises the demand of O₂.

The aim of Fechter et al. (1988); Fechter (1989)’s research was to confirm that a simultaneous exposure to sound and CO can cause a potentiation of the effects of noise. Fechter et al. (1988) wanted to identify the anatomic alterations that had occurred as a consequence of the elevation of the electrophysiological thresholds, so they submitted the rats to an isolated exposure to 105dBA of noise for 120 minutes. The animals showed cochlear damage concentrated in the most basal region of the cochlea, corresponding to high frequencies. Damage was identified by the absence of the sensory cells observed in an electronic microscope. The two types of sensory cells presented alterations. A larger number of outer hair cells were absent when compared with inner hair cells. With the same exposure to sound they added a simultaneous dose of CO of 1200 ppm for 90 minutes, and a significantly larger number of sensory cells were absent. In a different manner, only the inner hair cells seemed altered. The electrophysiological thresholds presented an alteration in the higher frequencies that corresponded with the location of the lesion in the cochlear portion. They did not observe a lack of sensory cells with the same exposure of only CO.

Fechter (1989) utilized noise exposure levels of 105dBA for 120 minutes that were presented isolated or simultaneously with CO levels of 250, 500 and 1200 ppm for 90 minutes. The CM and CAP thresholds presented a severe elevation when noise was combined with doses of CO of 500 and 1200 ppm.

The studies by Chen and Fechter (1999); Fechter et al. (2000a); Fechter et al. (2000b), seek to identify the minimum thresholds for the potentiation of CO on the effects of noise starting with the combined exposure and increasing the doses of CO (0, 300, 500, 700, 1200, and 1500 ppm) in the presence of noise of 100 and 115 dBA for eight hours. These authors observed significant elevations of CAP and CM thresholds in the presence of CO in the order of 5 to 10 dB to the dose of 500 ppm, elevating progressively the order of concentration of 1500 ppm, 30dB above the effect of exposure only to sound obtained in the control group. After the concentration of 1200 ppm, they observed an alteration in hearing more accentuated in the lower frequencies.

Rao and Fechter (2000) demonstrated that the exposure to CO potentiate NIHL in a dependent fashion (relative to the exposure to CO). The level on which the effect is not observed (NOEL, or no-observed-effect-level) and the lowest level in which an effect is observed (LOEL, lowest-observed-effect-level) were obtained in this study. The authors did a series of calculation for risk analysis,
by utilizing software of the Environmental Protection Agency, US EPA (MBDS version 1.3). These calculations suggest that the actually permissible limits of exposure to CO are not sufficiently low to avoid its effects over the auditory system. Exposures to 195-320 ppm of CO are the smallest doses that were observed, with increases of 10% of NIHL or 5dB of the elevation of the respective threshold (Fechter et al., 2000a).

Chen et al. (1999); Rao and Fechter (2000) indicate that even when the noise exposure is reduced by interruptions (long periods of silence), the simultaneous CO exposure produces permanent alterations in the auditory thresholds. Surprisingly, this data does not validate the relationship between the percentage of time that noise was present (noise duty cycle) and the higher instances of hearing loss. Rao and Fechter (2000) utilized changes of 5dB of intensity to manipulate this exposure to noise. The authors utilized a single concentration of CO of 1200 ppm in the presence of an increasing exposure to noise (95dBA for four hours, 100dBA for two hours and 105dBA for one hour). The results demonstrate a non-linear relation between the exposure to sound and the effect of potentiation of CO. With the high doses of exposure to noise (105dBA for one hour), the effect of potentiation of CO seems limited and the effect of noise seems to predominate. It is at the moderate level of noise (100dBA for two hours), that the effect of potentiation of CO is more apparent. It has been cited in past studies (Canlon, 1987; Canlon 1988) that as noise exposure increases, structural damages originate in the stereocilia of the hair cells and in the basilar membrane. The exposure to low or moderate noise doses produce, above all, metabolic modifications (Speondlin and Brun, 1973; Speondlin, 1976). The results lead to the suggestion that the effect of potentiation of CO could be connected to the metabolic modifications, which are initially induced by noise and aggravated with the presence of CO.

These observations raise the question of the appropriateness of the time-intensity paradigm (it limits the time of exposure accordingly to the level of the intensity of noise) adopted by international legislations to determine the exposure limits when agents occurring simultaneously with other toxic agents.

The effects of CO on the human auditory system

The studies relating the toxicity of CO exposure on the human auditory system were conducted using acute exposures to CO. In these cases, noise exposure was not a necessary factor for the observed auditory problems.

In 1948, in one of the first studies on the auditory effects of CO, Lumio studied 700 cases of intoxication caused by CO and observed the prevalence of 78% of sensory-neural hearing loss. Garland and Pearce (1967) described four cases of accidental intoxication by CO accompanied by severe psychiatric and neurological symptoms. Mild and moderate cases of hearing loss were not documented, although an improvement in hearing was observed after 24 hours.

Morris (1969) described the case of a 22 year old that showed a severe bilateral neurosensorial hearing loss caused by intoxication of CO and after 11 months of observation, his hearing partially recovered.

With the objective of learning the effects of acute CO intoxication on hearing and balance, Dowaska (1980) studied 50 patients (30 women and 20 men with the average of age of 30; 1 year) they were hospitalized for an intentional or accidental intoxication. The results demonstrated that 42% of the patients presented a bilateral hearing loss of different degrees, 80% presented retrocochlear deterioration and 6% presented deafness. When it comes to balance, 86% of the patients presented vestibular disorders.

In another study, 78 workers exposed to CO were evaluated by Dowaska (1981) and 66% showed some hearing loss and 76.5% vestibular disorders. According to the author these results confirm the toxic effect of CO.

Choi and Kim (1983) examined the auditory brainstem responses (ABR) of a 36-year-old patient, presented a severe case of intoxication to CO. When admitted to the hospital he was unconscious and had a cerebral anoxia; the concentration of carboxyhemoglobin was of 54%. The results of the ABR demonstrated a normal latency of wave I (1.92 ms). On the contrary, they observed a prolongation of the latency in waves II, III and V (3.20, 4.76 and 9.98 ms respectively) and also a prolongation of the intervals of latency II-III and II-V (1.56 and 3.78 ms respectively) in the right ear. No observed alteration was noted for interpeak latencies in the left ear.

Thirty two patients were studied with ABR after acute CO poisoning. The observed alterations were divided in peripheral and central alterations. The peripheral alteration presented a prolongation in the latency of wave I without interpeak latency prolongation (six cases). The central alterations...
presented a prolongation of the latencies for all waves and for the interpeak intervals (two cases). The prevalence of the ABR alterations rose with the duration of the state of unconsciousness for more than 24 hours (Choi, 1985). Makashima (1988) investigated 15 workers in the coalmines, survivors of an explosion in Japan in 1963. After the CO poisoning these individuals presented a mild neural sensory hearing loss and moderate difficulty in the auditory discrimination (four cases).

Fawcett et al. (1992) revised 220 cases of intoxication of CO. Among these cases, the authors studied 17 forklift operators. All of the patients presented neurological symptoms and/or chronic headaches, receiving treatment in the hyperbaric chamber. The authors also investigated the concentrations of CO produced by the exhaust of 12 forklifts utilized in different work places. The average concentration of CO reported in this study was of 30ppm; this dose of CO constitutes a significant risk of occupational exposure.

Choi (2001) studied 654 cases of patients hospitalized with CO poisoning between the years 1979 and 1982. The results demonstrated 132 cases presenting systematic complications (two with hearing loss) and 154 presented neurological sequelae.

El Murr et al. (2002) studied a case where a 61-year-old patient acquired the extrapyramidal syndrome 15 days after CO poisoning. The authors also observed a bilateral deafness two months after the appearance of the syndrome. The results of the exams showed ischemic cerebral abnormalities.

Shahbaz Hassan et al. (2003) reported two cases of accidental intoxication of CO (one was occupational, the other residential) associated with hearing loss. The authors suggest the necessity to consider that the chronic exposure to CO could be a potential cause of hearing loss.

One of the first studies involving the chronic occupational exposure to CO and noise was conducted by Lacerda et al. (2005). The authors analyzed a database containing 8647 hearing exams realized by the Quebec National Institute of Public Health between 1983 and 1996. The database was divided in 2 groups: the group I (exposure to noise = 90dBA and to CO) and group II (exposure only to noise 90dBA). The results demonstrated significant differences (p<0.001) in the auditory thresholds of groups I and II, especially for high frequencies (3, 4 and 6 kHz). For group I the effect of the CO also varied in accordance with the amount of years of noise exposure, especially workers who had been working on the job for more than 20 years.

These findings in humans reinforce the necessity of epidemiological studies, particularly in populations exposed simultaneously to CO and noise in the workplace (WHO, 1994; Morata, 2002).

Conclusion

The comprehensive approach taken by Dr. Fechter and his team in the investigation of the toxicity of the asphyxiants in general and of CO in particular (testing different parameters of exposure and the combination of agents, calculating the dose response, testing hypotheses for the inhibition of the observed effects, among others) offered a valuable contribution for a better comprehension of the mechanisms involved in ototoxicity. They also contributed substantially in the field of occupational health, by bringing up the risks presented by CO, an industrial agent that is also generated by combustion. These findings emphasize that noise might not be the only high-risk agent related to occupational hearing loss and that this effect may be modified by other kinds of exposures.

Our review of the literature indicated that continuous exposure to low doses of CO is frequent in many work places where the presence of noise is also constant. No clinical study on the potentiating effect of CO to noise-induced hearing loss was conducted in humans.

Various studies have been published describing auditory effects of acute exposure to CO, even in the absence of excessive noise. Only one study on the auditory effects of the chronic exposure to CO in the presence of noise in the workplace was found. Studies on this type of combined exposure are highly recommended, for they constitute one of the most important challenges in the area of occupational health.

The necessity of research in this area becomes more evident when one takes in consideration the magnitude of the population that is exposed and yet not monitored and the number of economic sectors where potentially toxic concentration of CO take place, which can contribute to the occurrence of hearing loss in the work place.

The studies reviewed in this article suggest the need of auditory evaluations when workers are exposed to CO and noise simultaneously and the appropriateness of current exposure limits for combined exposures to these agents.
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